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Foundation of Stone:
A Case for the Feynman Flip
ZOFIA RYBKOWSKI

On October 1 I . 1999. Donald Choi. Director of Foster and
Partners. addressed third year University of' Hong Kong
architecture students in a lecture entitled "Technolog) and
Architecture." He itemized a number of the rapid-paced
technological advances that have been niade in space exploration. especially noting that thirty years ago, mankind had
already projected a representative to our moon. Yet. as Choi
noted. architecture has neglected to keep pace with the
technological advances niade in fields such as in space.
medical and computer sciences.
The logical question to ask is: "Why'?"
Many architects insist that. due to the long and gradual
learning curve now required by those in the profession.
informed innovative realization generally does not occur
until much later in the practitioner's life. Architects typically
insist that knowledge can only be acquired through experience. But we must remember that some of the most creative
aerospace engineers. computer scientists. and medical technologists invent and realize their creations at a far earlier age
than do most architects. often pioneering procedures that
have never before been attempted. One difference is that these
young inventors enter their professions with a head start since
they were sys~ematicallytaught useful knowledge during
their university studies. For example. while the young physician must still practice a number of years before he or she is
in the position to create a new life-saving medical device. he
or she has been given enough knowledge as amedical student
to be able to recognize resources from which to draw.
Therefore. could it possibly be that the sluggishness of
innovation in the architectural field has less to do with the
con~plexityof building technology (how much more intricate
is the task of a space-bound satellite than the average building!) than the way in which young architects are educated? If
this is true. might it not be easier to teach a building engineer
the principles of design than a designer the principles of
engineering?
To explore this possibility further. consider the following
anecdote from the life of Nobel laureate physicist Richard
Feynman.
The talents of Feynnian resided. by his own admission.

primarily within physics. But this didn't stop him from
developing expertise playing the frigideria in a Brazilian
samba band or from competently accompanying a ballet on
the bongo drums.
One day. following heated discussions with his artist
friend Jirayr Zorthian. the two men sealed apact to try to learn
the other's profession. On alternate Sundays Zorthian would
instruct F e y n ~ n a nin art and Feynman would teach physics to
Zorthian. In the beginning both felt inept in their cfforts.
Nevertheless, the lessons proceeded as planned.
H o w did their bet end?
As for Zorthian's attempt to learn physics. there was little
progress. The physicist noticed his artist friend's mind
became easily distracted. But Feynman's advancement in art
was a different matter. With persistence and progressive
encouragement. his once unsure hand developed an artistic
skill masterful enough to earn paid commissions and even
later receive an invitation to present a one-man art show.'
Today Richard Feynman is remembered primarily for his
contributions to physics. not to the realm ofart. Nevertheless.
the interdisciplinary challenge undertaken with his artist
friend. and its eventual outcome. are well worth the conternplation of architects.
Interestingly. in most educational institutions throughout
the U.S.. teaching the art ofarchitecture precedes teaching its
accompanying skill and knowledge base. Simplistically
speaking. students engage in thc art of architecture in school.
Following graduation. they begin to develop their skills set
while working in offices.
However. evidence is mounting that this current order of
instruction is creating problems for hoth architectural practice and education. Like F e y n ~ n a n ' sfriend Zorthian. the
architecture student whose initial training is disproportionately creative appears incapable ofadjusting wcll to the rigors
and challenges of office work.
This is also why the results ofFeynrnan's cxpcriment are
potentially s o exciting. They seem to suggest a far better
outcome if the system were to be reversed-that is. ifthe skill
criicl kiiou.ledge iieedecl to s~rpportdesigir \t*ei.eto be tcl~rglit
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17ejoi.e its creatilje cnnlponei~t-resultingin a sort of "Feynman
Flip."

THE HYPOTHESIS: THE CURRENT MODEL ISN'T
WORKING
In order to understand how the architectural curriculuni
might be redesigned. i t is necessary to examine how it is
presently structured. Figures 1 a. b and c tabulate and compare
thc curricula of eight of the top graduate-level architcctural
programs in the United States.
Notably shared by the programs is the studio component
that dominates each and every year of the student's schedule.
While official credit hour designations suggest students are
intended to devote an average of 45% of their time to design.
estimates of actual tinie spent in studio run as high as 90% .'
The dominance of studio in a student's schedule is not
surprising because. unlike other architectural courses that
require the acquisition of discrete and testable sets of knowledge and skills. creative pursuit is infinitely expandable.
Because both studio and skillbased courses are taken concurrently in the typical architectural program. the all-consuming
(and often more enjoyable) creative component of the curriculum invariably pushes support coursework oK the academic shelf. The only way to ensure that students actually
acquire the knowledge and skills needed to underpin studio
work is to develop a scenario where studio and support
courses are designated their own tinie for study. And the only
way to ensure the studio exploration of students matures to a
level of sophistication appropriate to the conferral of a
graduate (or undergraduate) degree of architecture is to offer
skill and knowledge-based coursework early enough i n the
curriculum so that studio work directly benefits.

THE RESULTS: THE CURRENT MODEL ISN'T
WORKING
Evidence of failure in the current curriculum and its need
for restructuring seems overwhelming. In his article PI-qfessioils a i d Theii-Discoilteiits: The Ps~~clzo~/~~r~arilic..v
qfArchirrcrural Pmcrice. sociologist Robert Gutman suggests that
only 10% ofan architect's time is spent on design.' Since this
percentage stands in jarring contrast to the estimated 90
percent that students devote to design in school. his research
explores thc disillusionment of young architects as they enter
practice. Carol Burns concurs as she writes about "the spirit
of recent graduates. many of whom conlront practice with
wrenching d i ~ r n a y . "However.
~
while Burns argues that this
school-fostered mispcrception may hurt individual students.
she also asserts it "does no harm to the professional firms. who
will train those who can think critically."'
Burn's latter argument may retlect that held by niuch of
contemporary architectural academia. but it is actually contradicted by a profusion of'data. In fact, substantial evidence
indicates this notion is not only questionable: it may be
dangerously edging thc profession into peril.
For example. theFederal Government'sNational Research

Council undertook its own investigation after observing a
dearth of skills in architectural graduates. The Council
published the results in a 1995 report. The document addresses the often-made suggestion that the profession assume
more responsibility for training graduates. as follows:
"The (architectural) industry comprises a large number
of niostly small. local and very competitive establishments. In addition. business activity in the industry is
highly cyclical. especially at the local level. and eniployee turnover rates are high. Consequcntly. survival
in the design and construction industry depends on
keeping efficiency up and overhead down. Most design and construction firms are. tlicrefore. reluctant to
hire untrained engineers and architects or to invest i n
expensive training. particularly since the trainees are
likely to leave i n the near future."'
The NRC report ends by suggesting candidate incompetence to be so grievous they advise the federal agency to
bypass hiring graduates froni professional architectural
schools and to "recruit froni schools of construction and from
schools of technology. many of which have good quality
curricula that focus on applied knowledge."Alarmed by the
implications of the study at the time of its release. an article
i n Prog~-essi~v
A r c h i t e c t ~ rnotes:
~ ~ ~ "It is one thing for the
profession to air its concerns over the quality of education.
But when the largest single client for architectural services in
the country detects a problem. commissions its own inquiry.
and is advised not to hire graduates from architecture schools.
it is time for us to sit up and pay serious attention.":
Some may argue that the NRC complaint merely exemplifies those who do not appreciate the values espoused by
architects. But one can also assess the situation by making
inquiries of those who hire recent graduates.
To investigate this issue. I surveyed 2 1 principals of 18
major U.S architectural firms. Among the roster of firms
responding to the survey are SOM. Pei Cobb Freed & Partners.
Gwathniey Siegel & Associates. Richard Meier & Partners
Architects. and MurphyIJahn Architects (Figure 2 ) . It is worth
mentioning that many of the principals in these firnis continue to serve as guest critics to prestigious architectural
programs. Most were educated at architectural institutions
similar to those of their graduate staff.
While respondents repeatedly spokc in favor of the passion for design imparted to students in architectural school.
over 5 W indicated dissatisfaction with the training of new
graduates who have presented themselves for employment
during the last 10 years. Following the query. "From your
observations, do you feel current architectural graduates
possess the skills that are important to work i n your firm'?."
Steve Izenour of Venturi Scott Bsown & Associates wrote:
"Yes and no. Wc still get energetic. talented people but their
general background is too theoretical. Nobody gets a crit in
school that says something is important or buildable. so they
have a lot to learn.""
Izenour's comment suggests a puzzling oversight by ar-
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chitectural educators since in such a competitive field. many
"star" architects win the pmjects they do by embodying a
skills and business savvy that accompanies their talent.
Michael D. Flynn of Pei Cobb Freed & Partners feels the
uncooperative. anti-technical attitude bred i n schools is a
recent phenomenon. For some time he has become increasingly disturbed by graduates' poor fundamental understanding of physics. After questioning them, Flynn discovers that
while they were. in fact. schooled in structures. "they lack a
healthy respect for physics. . . The corlterlt (presented in
schools) is not lacking. The problem is what students are led
to believe is important. . ."'"
Sin~ilarly.Izenour asserts that schools actually prejudice
students against learning the critical technical aspects of the
profession. He believes the problem parallels the recent
hiring of full-time teachers who have little or no office
experience. Izenour. a practitioner who is often invited to
serve as guest-critic at a number of top-ranked schools. has
noticed a dangerous degradation of attitude among full-time
critics: "If you (the guest-critic) say something practical.
jurors sneer at you like you are aridiculous Luddite."" In this
climate. it is no wonder that students c a l q this culture with
them into the working environment. In fact it is this attitude.
many principals feel. that is creating serious problenis for the
profession.
John Li,jewski. principal of Perkins and Will. describes
watching new graduates who are asked to work within the
structure of their firm. He says it's quite traumatic. "aln~ost
childlike-like they don't want to play the game.""
Hiring uncooperative and unskilled employees takes an
inestimable financial and emotional toll on architectural
firms and on the students who are hired. Time and resources
required to make students useful to a firm are squandered
every time frustrated graduates leave in the hope of finding
a position offering the design opportunities in~plicitlypromised by schools. 13 Architectural firms find themselves wanting the professional edge the!) need to win projects from
competitors. developers. engineers and space planners. Ironically. the financial stresses placed on practitioners negatively
impact education as well since the firms are i n turn unable to
monetarily support architectural programs in the manner that
legal. medical and business professionals can and do.

THE GREAT DEBATE
The profession and academia have been aware of this
conundrun~for some time.
There have been numerous attempts to shore up the existing educational structures with internships. "externships."
token construction pro.jects. and continuing professional
development programs." While such measures help. in
reality they appear to do little more than provide band-aid
solutions that will never solve the problenl at its core.
In 1993. the leaders and members of five architectural
organs jointly approached the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching to conduct a half-million dollar
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investigation into architectural education. The five national
organizations consisted of the American Institute of Architects (AIA). the National Council of Architectural Re,'n~stration Boards (NCARB). the Association of'Collcgiate Schools
of Architecture (ACSA).the American Institute of Arcliitecture Students (AIAS) and the National Architectural Accrediting Board (NAAB).
The investigation was published as a report entitled B~lildirig Cor11171~1tlit\.:
A Neu*Filrut.e ofA~chitectur-eErhrcirtiorl arlcl
Pt.clcticr. authored by Lee D. Mitgang and the late Ernest Boyer.
Its appearance set off its own outburst of debate that is not
necessary to resurrect here. However. worth mentioning isaGSD
Nen,.s book review by Carl Sapers. Carol Bums and Victoria
Beach.li Interestingly. none of the three authors attempts to
refute the report'scritical stance. Instead each expressesfrustration that the Carnegie Foundation squandered its opportunity
to pave an appropriate path fbreducators to follow. The authors'
remarkable reaction implies there is not only ageneral acknowledgment among educators that a problem exists but a willingness to implement improvements should a more gemlane approach be presented. It suggests that neither architects nor
professionals know quite what to do.

DOING THE FEYNMAN FLIP
The Feynman anecdote suggests a more positive approach
can exist. For instance. what if the order in which knowledge
is now imparted to architects were to be reversed? (see figure
2 ) What if, as was exemplified by Feynman's experiment.
students initially acquired knowledge and skills in an uninterrupted fashion and only then immersed themselves in
studio work'? In a traditional three year graduate program. this
"Feynman flip" might translate into students pursuing a solid
year of support coursework. two split-semesters alternating
between studio and support, and a final year of uninterrupted
studio when they can single-mindedly devote themselves to
creative exploration (Figure 3). The advantage to this inverted structure is that once students begin studio work. they
will have developed a set of knowledge and skills that enable
them to design at a much higher level.
The logic here is quite simply that if students dedicate
uninterrupted time to acquiring skills--hand-sketching. rendering and computer drafting, reading and discussing architectural history and theory in depth. acquiring a thorough
understanding of legal issues and codes. financial and marketing issues. structures. HVACandmaterial properties--they
will be able to produce more mature studio work. In this new
academic environment. when students allude to theoretical
and historical circumstances in their studio work. it will be
bccausc they have acquired a thorough Ihmiliarity with
historical and theoretical precedents. If they decide to "break
codc" on a specific detail. it will be because they realize they
are challenging codes and are backed by a legal understanding permitting them to argue convincingly. Gone will be the
days when studio critics need to spend time trivially correcting a student's naive use of line weight on drawings. In other
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words. while the new curricular framework will require the
~ ~ u n h e ~semesters
-of
in studio to be reduced. in actual fact the
cluulit\. of the studio experience for both students and instructors will greatly increase.
This is the kind of fundamental curricular change that can
empower the profession. enhance its prestige and increase the
public's faith in an architect's know-how and abilities. Best
of all. i t will imbue future architects with an underlying
confidence that they can always rely on a solid bedrock of
k n o w l e d ~ and
c skills, despite later uncertainties which inevitably accompany changing times. What better gift to give to
a student than a foundation of stone'?
In his book. Heisenbet-g P ~ . o b n D lSlept
~ ~ Here. Richard
Brennan describes Feynrnan's a p p r o a c h to the U . S .
Government's convoluted investigation that followed the
space shuttle C h a l l e ~ ~ g rexplosion.
iHe writes: "Feynman.
using ice waterandarubber O-ring sample. demonstrated with
stunning simplicity to a national television audience of
millions the physics of the shuttle disaster.. . With this dramatic performance. heconvincingly solved the mystery of the
C l z a l l e ~ ~ g eexplosion.
r
rattled the Washington bureaucracy
down to their well-polished black shoes. and shattered the
official silence on one of the most disturbing scandals of the
1980s."'"
As with all problems. many potential workable solutions
may exist. But it is my belief that academics can attack the
architectural education issue with the type of single-minded
clarity shown in Feynman's Cha1lerlge1-demonstration, If
this happens. there is no doubt in my mind that we will soon
be greeting the arrival of a n e w breed of informed. innovative.
young architects-and a much needed win-win solution for
all involved.
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Required Caurse Units Distribution*
(by percent of total program requrements)
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(M.Arch)
Architecture Programs
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All figures. exapt those of the IJniverslty of Chegm, have been extracted by the author from offidai university
catalopucs or lntcrnct posttng fox the 1998-99 d e r n ~ year.
c
UniversityofOregcm figurn 8ue supplied bj Prof. Nan?
Cheng, 1)epwtmcnt afhrchitech~re.Univemty of Oregan

Figure l a (table prevlous page): In each of the eight architectural programs studied, studio IS central to

each and every semester of the curriculum According to the official school credit hours, students
spend an average of 45% of their time in studio. In reality, students spend close to 90%. Devotmng
a
n
s students 1) rarely master support merial and 3)
only 10% of their time to other coursework m
develop unrealistic expectations about the profession after graduation. Research suggests that this
disconnect is creating serious problems for the profession.
Figum I b & c (table thrs page and graph on next): Especialky noteworthy is the average of 3%
devoted to professional development in architecture If students are given a better understanding of
law, magemcat, real estate, and financial accounting, for exampie, might they not possess the edge
that the profession now so desperately seems to need?
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Survey to Assess Contemporary Architectural Education
Number of Principals in Firm
Which Responded
-

Antoinr I'redidck,i\rchitcct

i

Cllerbc RecLct
I-rank. 0. Ciehq & Asswiatcs, Inc.

-- -"

"-

---

..

Paplan,Mcimghlinil)iat

..

Kevin Roche & John l%nlleloo 6 Associates

1

Leo A. Dal?
h/lich&l Grdves. Architect

..

- -- -

--

Mitchell Giurgoia Architect5

1

I'ei Cobb Freed SZ Partners
Perkins & Will
Philip Johnson. Kitchie & I'iorc

7

--

--

- --

I --""
I
4:

*"*"

Richard Meier Tpartners Architects,

Robert AM. Stern iirchitects
Robert T. Brodie & ~Ysociittcs
"
R I'KL, Associates Inc.
Schwart7iSilw Architects Ine.
Shepie) ~ u l t i n c h ~ i c h a r d s oXn 4bbott. Inc
Skidmore, Ow ings & ~ e r z l l
Smith-Miller + Hau kinson. Architects

--"

Studio5 Architcaure

I

-"

..

-

--

..

-

7

--

- -- -

---

2.

-

2
I

..
1

The ~tuhhins~&&iatcs. Inc.
I'igtmnan M d u r r q Architects

%

Venturi Smtl Brown & Asstxiatcs

I

Total number

21

32 = Total number of FlRMS to which survqs were distributed
'l'otal number of FIRMS which responded
1S
56% = Percentage of FIRMS which responded

Figure 2: ln December 1998, 21 principals of 18 U.S. architectural firms were surveyed
regarding their satisfaction h i t h the education of reccnl gradwies in their employ. Over 50%
indicated dissatisfxtion with the training of recent graduates.
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Sampling af Requircd Course Cnith Distribution
(b) percent of told program requtrcmcntsi
far Top-ranked U.S, Accredited Firit Graduate D i ~ r c s
(%I iirch)
.&rchiteeturi: Programs

Buildrng
Technology

CAD
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The "Faynnaan Flip"

